
Your Compliance Journey Partner

What Makes Us Different?

120Water is Oregon’s chosen
LCRR/I solution, informed by your
data and powered by our platform.

Upload your location, contact, and service line
data into a centralized database
 
Add material classifications, verification
information, and create your service line
inventory

Submit your inventory directly to OHA

Upgrade to our Pro Portal and power your
inventory communications, sampling,
replacement programs and more!

In Just One Platform, You Can:The Lead and Copper Rule Revisions

and Lead and Copper Rule

Improvements are a new and uncharted

space for utilities to navigate.

Trusted by states and recommended by

the National Rural Water Association,

this is the only tool that enables utilities

to tackle the compliance journey as

comprehensively as 120Water. 

PWS Portal is a free tool you can use to develop and
submit your service line inventory to the Oregon
Health Authority due to our partnership. 
Scan the QR code to gain access to your account and
training information.

At 120Water, we believe effective data management translates into efficient program
management. With our software, you can centralize key service line data and make that data
actionable to execute the various programs and communication required under LCRR/LCRI.



Get Started on 
the Journey Now

120Water contains built-in data validation and QA/QC checks to ensure that you are adding all the
required data for a valid submission. Once completed, you will have the foundation to power the
next phase in your compliance journey: communications, sampling, verification, and replacement. 

From gaining access to your account to enriching your service line data, the Support Team at
120Water is there to help along the way. If you have questions as you navigate the platform, utilize
our Help Center or contact support@120water.com. 

Help is here.
Navigate compliance confidently with the

newly launched 120Water PWS Help Center.

Visit pws-hc.120water.com to 
start exploring how to use the platform

Every journey needs a good map. All Community Water Systems and

Non-Transient Non-Community Water Systems in Oregon are required

to submit a location-based inventory to OHA by 

Wednesday, October 16, 2024. Below is the path to success.


